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STARCLASS

WHEN YOU DESERVE THE BEST

CARAVANS 2017
STARCLASS . DESEO . SPORT&FUN . LIFESTYLE
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For more than 50 years, we at KNAUS have been creating unforgettable holiday moments with an
experienced hand and unbridled passion. You can feel our highest demands of quality and precision
in every little detail. In this respect we always follow our most important principle: the balance of
function and design. Groundbreaking initiatives and an uncompromising pursuit of perfection have
taken us to the top. Put your trust in us too and experience freedom that moves you.
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STARCLASS

STARCLASS

HIGHLIGHTS

FULLY-LOADED

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
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It has everything you need: comfort, exclusivity and quality at the highest level
– this is the new KNAUS STARCLASS. The caravan of choice when you deserve ‚the best‘.

1
COUNTLESS WINDOWS

EXTRAORDINARY

NATURAL
LIGHT
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COSY

ROBUST

PRACTICAL

Pro.tec-Frame
combines stability
and protection.

Comfort under the
awning: TV connection
and heater blower.

The standard GRP
roof is particularly
hail-proof.

Need the table
outside too? Easy,
via the hatch.
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STYLISH
STARCLASS 550

STARCLASS 560

STARCLASS 565

STARCLASS 690

4

STURDY

5

STARCLASS 480

3

STARCLASS 695

The KNAUS Cat-Eye
hybrid rear lights with
LED technology.

7

SELFSUFFICIENT
The leisure battery storage box mains hook up.
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SIMPLE

FLY-LESS

PROMISING VIEWS

Submersible
water pump for
your Aquaroll.

Enjoy fresh air with
door, window and roof
fly screens.

The distinctive panoramic sunroof and three
piece front windows offer great views and
versatile ventilation.

STARCLASS

STARCLASS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

STARCLASS

480

550

560

565

690

695

Total length (including drawbar) (cm)

672

732

750

750

810

810

Interior length (cm)

492

552

570

570

630

630

Total width / Interior width (cm)

232/216

232/216

232/216

232/216

250/234

250/234

Total height / Interior height (cm)

257/196

257/196

257/196

257/196

257/196

257/196

Awning A Frame measurement 4)

920

980

998

998

1058

1058

Mass of the unladen vehicle (kg) *

1285

1390

1450

1420

1725

1725

Mass in running order (kg) *

1295

1400

1460

1430

1735

1735

1500 (Standard)

1600 (Standard)
17001)

1600 (Standard)
17001), 18002)

1600 (Standard)
17001), 18002)

2000 (Standard)

2000 (Standard)

205 (Standard)

200 (Standard)
3001)

140 (Standard)
2401), 3402)

170 (Standard)
2701), 3702)

265 (Standard)

265 (Standard)

Tyre size

195/70 R15C

195/70 R15C

195/70 R15C

195/70 R15C

185/65 R 14

185/65 R 14

Rim size

6Jx15

6Jx15

6Jx15

6Jx15

6Jx14

6Jx14

2

4

4

4

4

4

198 x 187
(or 2x 192 x 71,5)

198 x 187
(or 2x 192 x 71,5)

198 x 145

198 x 145

198 x 145

198 x 145

Bed dimensions, centre (cm)

–

186 x 70

202 x 138

203 x 75
191 x 75

202 x 138

192 x 85 X2

Bed dimensions, rear (cm)

–

–

–

–

–

–

Hinged windows all around 3)

9

10

9

10

9

10

Skylights with insect protection

3

4

4

4

4

4

Maximum technically
permissible laden mass (kg) *
Maximum user payload (kg) *

Sleeping berths
Bed dimensions, front (cm)

*)	Maximum user payload (kg) = Difference between mass of vehicle
in running order and permitted total mass.

1) Option (weight increase: without technical changes)
2) Option (weight increase: with chassis improvment)

3) Interior: fly screen and black out blind
4) Given as a guide only, always check as awning manufacturers differ.

FEATURES
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ALL INCLUSIVE
STARCLASS STANDARD FEATURES
BODY
S mooth aluminium side panels
BPW Chassis with IDC
Alloy wheels - plus steel spare
wheel and jack
3 piece front windows
Large front panoramic sunroof
Heki II sunroof
Heavy duty corner steadies
Dedicated battery locker
Under bed access locker
Exterior 240v socket
Exterior gas supply
Pro.tec-Frame body construction
Grade III insulation

INTERIOR
S pacious front lounge with
optional front chest
R
 ear bathroom with
separate shower cubicle
D
 oor flyscreen
F ast Warm Up Truma Central
Heating (Single Axle)
Z
 oneable 4KW Central Heating
(Single axle models)
L ED Lighting
E lectric floor heating
T
 V station some with
flat screen bracket
R
 adio / CD player
B
 ound edge carpets
Zoneable 6KW Central Heating
(Twin Axle)

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
KITCHEN
G
 lass fronted oven /
grill / pan cupboard
4
 burner hob
M
 icrowave oven
L arge sink and drainer
T
 ruma Ultraflow
water supply
T
 hetford Black enamel sink
S oft close drawers
Easy clean ‘splash back’
SECURITY
C
 RiS registration system
B
 PW iWD wheel lock ready

Roof mounted air conditioning
Rear panel mounted bike rack
Motorhome style wind out awning
Front chest in lieu of wrap round
Two upholstery options
Leather upholstery option
Increased load margin
Satelittle TV Dome
Jonic Bedding
Diamondbrite Paint Protection
ALDE Heating

STARCLASS

LIVING & SLEEPING
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COUNTLESS WINDOWS

EXTRAORDINARY

NATURAL
LIGHT

STARCLASS 560 LFB

SPACIOUS &
BEAUTIFUL

Experience the extraordinary feeling of space of the new STARCLASS. On the whole, its uncountable small details
provide for a sophisticated living ambience. Highest quality materials harmonise perfectly with the exclusive
upholstery design and spoil you at every one of yourtravel destinations. And of course on the way there as well.

FEEL GOOD — ANYWHERE AND ANY TIME
The comfortable innerspring sofa creates a cosy living room atmosphere.
But also an additional bed surface is quickly made available: the easy conversion
of the seating group into a 2.0 x 1.47 m lounging area is done in no time at all.

STARCLASS

COOKING & EATING

PRACTICAL
Your versatile dining room. The free standing table stores away neatly under the
bed thereby creating a spacious lounge.

COUNTLESS WINDOWS

EXTRAORDINARY

NATURAL
LIGHT

COOK JUST
LIKE AT HOME

A chef’s dream come true! A large oven, separate grill, 4 burner hob (with one electric plate),
microwave and even a kitchen sink with built in draining board. In a STARCLASS kitchen
everything on the menu is possible.

FIRE-RESISTANT
You can rest assured that all of your
upholstery and fabrics are manufactured
using only fire retardant materials.
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STARCLASS

STARCLASS

SLEEPING

BATHROOM
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COUNTLESS WINDOWS

EXTRAORDINARY

NATURAL
LIGHT

THE PERFECT NIGHT’S SLEEP

LUXURIOUS REAR BATHROOM

The STARCLASS range offers you a choice of beds, singles, doubles,
bunks, fixed, combi-sofa and even your own island. The luxury caravan
suited to your requirements.

A good day starts with a good morning.The bathroom spoils
you with lots of storage space and a noble marble look washstand
and a big shower. The perfect feel-good bathroom.

DESEO

400 TRANSPORT PLUS

Total length (including drawbar) (cm)

UP TO

8 CUBIC
METRES

LOADING VOLUME

DESEO 400 TRANSPORT . ACTIVE ROCK

YOUR NEW EVEREST BASE CAMP
The KNAUS DESEO is perfect for hauling all your toys. Whether its climbing gear
to reach the summit, your paraglider, quad bike, jet ski, diving kit or motorcycle
– DESEO will carry almost 800KG of ‘toys’!

400/440

Total width / Interior width (cm)

218/204

Total height / Interior height (cm)

253/195

Awning dimensions (cm)

868

Mass of the unladen vehicle (kg) *

935

Mass in running order (kg) *

977

Maximum technically
permissible laden mass (kg) *

1500

Maximum user payload (kg) *

523

Tyre size

185/65R14

Rim size

–

Sleeping berths

2

Bed dimensions, front (cm)

–

Bed dimensions, centre (cm)

–

Hinged windows all around

HIGHLIGHTS
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592

Body length without / with gas
bottle locker (cm)

Bed dimensions, rear (cm)

DESEO

TOY HAULER

Now in a brand new design with robust moulded parts in original KNAUS blue. Our DESEO.
Our genuine storage space wizard with corners and edges. Even if most of them are actually round.

UP TO

8 CUBIC
METRES

LOADING VOLUME

1

DESEO

2
3

4

140x188
3)

Skylights with insect protection

3/3
–
1

*)	Maximum user payload (kg) = Difference between mass of vehicle
in running order and permitted total mass.
1) Option (weight increase: without technical changes)
2) Option (weight increase: with chassis improvment)
3) Interior: fly screen and black out blind
4) Given as a guide only, always check as awning manufacturers differ.

2

ROBUST

INVITING

Elegant and practical. The sturdy
ABS moulded parts in original
KNAUS blue.

Wide tailgate, practical
access ramp and room for
up to two motorbikes.

3

4

PRACTICAL

LONG-LASTING

The bow storage locker with room
for everything that you like to have
with you on your travels.

The hot-dip galvanised chassis is
ideally protected against corrosion
and ready for many adventures.

SPORT&FUN

480 QL

Total length (including drawbar) (cm)

625

Interior length (cm)

480

Total width / Interior width (cm)

232/216

Total height / Interior height (cm)

257/196

Awning dimensions (cm)

2 MOTORCYCLES

+ 2 PEOPLE?
NO PROBLEM

SPORT&FUN

HIGHLIGHTS
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TRENDSETTER

–

Mass of the unladen vehicle (kg) *

1060

Mass in running order (kg) *

1130

Maximum technically
permissible laden mass (kg) *

1300

Maximum user payload (kg) *

170

Tyre size

195/70 R14

Rim size

5 1/2 J x 14

Sleeping berths

Just one floor plan. But it is more versatile than any other. Be it a stylish holiday
companion or practical storage space wizard. The KNAUS SPORT&FUN can be both.

6

2
2 MOTORCYCLES

+ 2 PEOPLE?
NO PROBLEM

1

4

Bed dimensions, front (cm)

142,8/124,5 x 198,8

4

3
Bed dimensions, centre (cm)
Bed dimensions, rear (cm)
SPORT&FUN 480 QL . PETROL FUN

AN ATHLETE IN TOP FORM
The SPORT&FUN not only transports two motorbikes if needed, but also an attitude to life.
Always ready for anything that may come. And at the same time it is a full-fledged caravan,
extremely functional and also very stylish. A genuine all-rounder in fact.

Hinged windows all around

SPORT&FUN

5

121/99 x 192
–

3)

Skylights with insect protection

4
1
1

*)	Maximum user payload (kg) = Difference between mass of vehicle
in running order and permitted total mass.
1) Option (weight increase: without technical changes)
2) Option (weight increase: with chassis improvment)
3) Interior: fly screen and black out blind
4) Given as a guide only, always check as awning manufacturers differ.

2

3

4

5

6

HUGE

HIGH CAPACITY

FLEXIBLE

ELEGANT

SPACIOUS

STYLISH

The rear door. Almost
a metre wide and
super practical.

Thanks to ladder and roof
rails, 75 kg of luggage can
go on the roof.

The entrance divided
in two is simply
wonderfully practical.

The characteristic
moulded parts on
the bow and rear.

The bow compartment
with a door 1 metre wide
for easy loading.

Many windows for
plenty of natural light
and fresh air.

LIFESTYLE

LOFT-FEELING
NOW AS A

2-PERSON
LAYOUT
LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

THE LOUNGE TO TAKE WITH YOU
Urban design meets Lower Bavarian craftmanship. Then in next to no time, the LIFESTYLE lounge
becomes a comfortable double bed. The innovative and unconventional living room concept
provides a distinctive ambience. The KNAUS LIFESTYLE has more than others promise.

490 L

550 LK

Total length (including drawbar) (cm)

685

750

Interior length (cm)

490

554

Total width / Interior width (cm)

232/216

250/234

Total height / Interior height (cm)

257/196

257/196

Awning dimensions (cm)

918

982

Mass of the unladen vehicle (kg) *

1160

1260

Mass in running order (kg) *

1230

1330

Maximum technically
permissible laden mass (kg) *

1400

1500

Maximum user payload (kg) *

170

170

Tyre size

185 R14C

185 R14C

Rim size

5 1/2 J x 14

5 1/2 J x 14

2

4

212 x 160

212 x 160

Bed dimensions, centre (cm)

–

190 x 70; 190 x 77

Bed dimensions, rear (cm)

–

–

4/5

7/6

2

2

Sleeping berths
Bed dimensions, front (cm)

Hinged windows all around
Panorama window fixed
with alu-blind

3)

LIFESTYLE

HIGHLIGHTS

CONTEMPORARY

Anyone can do boring: the KNAUS LIFESTYLE is just the right caravan
if you are always on the lookout for something special.

1

6
LOFT-FEELING
NOW AS A

2-PERSON
LAYOUT

3

2

1
*)	Maximum user payload (kg) = Difference between mass of vehicle
in running order and permitted total mass.
1) Option (weight increase: without technical changes)
2) Option (weight increase: with chassis improvment)
3) Interior: fly screen and black out blind
4) Given as a guide only, always check as awning manufacturers differ.
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5

2

3

4

LIFESTYLE
490 L

4

5

LIFESTYLE
550 LK

6

ROBUST

STYLISH

SAFE

INVITING

RELAXED

UNIQUE

The standard GRP
roof is particularly
hail-proof.

The unique KNAUS
cat‘s eye tail lights.

Play it safe with the
AKS track stabiliser.

A gas locker without
annoying loading sill.
Simply ingenious.

Quality AL-KO chassis
for the strong handling
characteristics.

Vertical panoramic
windows for plenty
of natural light.

Your authorised KNAUS dealer looks forward to your visit!

Join the KNAUS community
and take part:
facebook.com/KNAUSuk
www.KNAUS-uk.co.uk

shop.KNAUS.com
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This catalogue represents the latest series versions at the time of printing. Modifications in design and equipment
after printing, especially due to changes in legal framework conditions, are excepted. Please note that some of
the Figures in this catalogue show alternative designs or optional equipment deliverable at extra cost. Colour
deviations are possible due to print technology. Please obtain comprehensive information on the current state of
the series from an authorised brand dealer before purchasing a vehicle. The decoration shown in the catalogue is
not part of the scope of delivery. Please also observe the information in the current price list, especially concerning weights,
payload options and tolerances. Copying, including extracts, is prohibited without previous written
approval of KNAUS Tabbert GmbH. Printing errors and errors excluded.
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Helmut-KNAUS-Straße 1 . 94118 Jandelsbrunn . Germany

